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Abstract
A new method for solving domain equations in categories of metric spaces is studied 
The categories CMS
 
and KMS
 
are introduced having complete and compact
metric spaces as objects and  	adjoint pairs as arrows  The existence and uniqueness
of xed points for certain endofunctors on these categories is established  The classes
of complete and compact metric spaces are considered as pseudometric spaces and
it is shown how to solve domain equations in a noncategorical framework 
  Introduction
Following   metric spaces have in the recent past often been used in the
semantics of concurrent programming languages as an alternative to the more
standard partially ordered domains One of the main problems that has been
addressed is to nd solutions of recursive domain equations that has be
come standard for ordered spaces since  	 In all of the following papers
such solutions are constructed as xed points of functors on 
a subcategory
of a category of complete metric spaces    	       In spite
of several 
more and less important dierences all these constructions are
based on the same technique which can be summarized as follows As in the
ordertheoretic approach embedding projection pairs 
eppairs are used The
existence of such an eppair between two spaces is interpreted as an indication
that the one approximates the other Moreover in the metric case a num
ber can be assigned to such an eppair that actually measures the quality of
this approximation This measure is fundamental for the denition of Cauchy
tower which corresponds to that of Cauchy sequence in metric spaces Next
xed points of functors that satisfy a property similar to contractiveness are
obtained as colimits of such Cauchy towers
One can consider all of the above results as a kind of categorical gen
eralization of BanachCaccioppolis xed point theorem for contractions on
 
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complete metric spaces Although certain notions of metric spaces such as
Cauchy sequence have been generalized to categories of metric spaces by
means of eppairs these categories have never been considered as large metric
spaces themselves in such a way that Banachs theorem could be directly ap
plied This is what we intend to do in the present paper 
A similar programme
has been carried out in the context of hyperuniverses see  
It is well known for ordered spaces that the more general adjoint pairs
can be used as an alternative to eppairs Motivated by Lawveres enriched
categorical view on metric spaces   the notion of   adjoint pair has recently
been introduced in   At the same time a new approach to the construc
tion of xed points of functors was introduced in   based on the use of
  isometries rather than eppairs Interestingly the notions of  adjoint pair
and  isometry coincide 
Section  and they will serve here as the basis for
a construction of xed points of functors in a way that mimics the order
theoretic approach More specically the categories CMS
 
and KMS
 
are
introduced 
in Section 	 having complete and compact metric spaces as ob
jects and  adjoint pairs as arrows By extending the denitions and results
of  	 xed point theorems for contractive functors on these categories are
obtained Although in this way no new solutions are found compared to the
previous approaches with eppairs 
as in the ordertheoretic case the use of
adjoint pairs leads to some further observations in Section  which contains
the main contribution of the present paper
We shall see how  adjoint pairs can be used to turn the class of complete
metric space into a large pseudo metric space 
In a pseudometric space two
dierent elements can have distance  For 
small or large pseudometric
spaces that are complete 
in the usual sense a weak version of Banachs
theorem holds for every contraction f there exists an element x such that
the distance between x and f
x is  It can be shown that the pseudometric
space of all complete metric spaces is complete again in the usual 
metric
not categorical sense By applying Banachs theorem to a 
large contractive
function T on this pseudometric space we nd the existence of a complete
metric space X such that the distance between X and TX equals zero 
Note
that here contractive is used in the standard sense not in some categorical
variant of it Also note that T need not be functorial For compact metric
spaces one can prove that having distance  implies being isomorphic As a
consequence any 
large contraction on the class of all compact metric spaces
has a xed point that is unique up to isomorphism 
The categorical results
on the existence and uniqueness of xed points for contracting endofunctors
on KMS
 
can now be obtained as a corollary of this theorem
 Metric adjoints pairs and isometries
In this section we dene the basic notions of  adjoint pair and  isometry
They have been introduced independently in   and   respectively and are
shown to be equivalent

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A  bounded metric space is a set X together with a mapping
X
    X X    
called a metric which satises for all x y and z in X

i X
x x  

ii X
x z  X
x y X
y z

iii X
x y  X
y x

iv if X
x y   then x  y
If the mapping X
   satises only conditions   and 	 then X is called
a pseudo metric space
Let X Y be metric spaces A mapping f  X  Y is non expansive if
for all x and x

in X X
x x

  Y 
f
x f
x

 The set of nonexpansive
mappings between two metric spaces X and Y  Y
X
 ff  X  Y j
f is nonexpansive g can be supplied with a metric
Y
X

f g  supfY 
f
x g
x j x  Xg
A mapping f  Y
X
is contracting if there exists       such that for
all x x

 X    X
x x

  Y 
f
x f
x

 A mapping f  Y
X
is called an
isometric embedding if x x

 X X
x x

  Y 
f
x f
x

 If f is also a
bijection then it is an isometry
The following notation will be used for real numbers   r and r

in   
let
r 
 
r

if and only if jr   r

j   

We say that r and r

are equal modulo or up to  
De nition  Let X and Y be metric spaces Two nonexpansive mappings
f  X  Y and g  Y  X are   adjoint  denoted by f a
 
g if for all x in X
and y in Y 
Y 
f
x y 
 
X
x g
y
If f a
 
g then hf gi is called a proper adjoint pair and we shall simply write
f a g
Interestingly  adjoint pairs turn out to be isometries up to   which are
introduced next Consider again a pair of nonexpansive mappings f  X  Y
and g  Y  X and dene
hf gi  maxfX
X


X
 g 	 f Y
Y

f 	 g 
Y
g
Intuitively this number gives a measure for how similar X and Y are
De nition  Let X and Y be metric spaces A pair of nonexpansive
mappings f  X  Y and g  Y  X with hf gi 
 
 is called an   isometry
Note that by denition any pair hf gi of nonexpansive mappings is an  
isometry for    hf gi
The above denition can be justied by the observation that isometries
satisfy due to axiom 
iv in the denition of a metric 
X
 g	f and f	g  
Y

and consequently f 
and also g is an isometry
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The following theorem states the equivalence of the notions of  adjoint
and  isometry In particular proper adjoint pairs are isometries
Theorem  Let X and Y be metric spaces and   in    For all non 
expansive mappings f  X  Y and g  Y  X
f a
 
g i hf gi is an   isometry
Proof Suppose f a
 
g For any x in X X
x g 	 f
x 
 
Y 
f
x f
x  
thus X
X


X
 g 	 f 
 
 Similarly Y
Y

f 	 g 
Y
 
 
 It follows that
hf gi 
 
 Conversely suppose hf gi 
 
 For all x in X and y in
Y 
X
x g
yX
x g 	 f
x X
g 	 f
x g
y
   X
g 	 f
x g
y
   Y 
f
x y
Similarly Y 
f
x y   X
x g
y Thus Y 
f
x y 
 
X
x g
y  
A consequence of this theorem is that any pair hf gi of nonexpansive map
pings is an  adjoint pair for    hf gi
The proof in the theorem above uses only axioms  and  of the denition of
a metric Therefore the theorem also holds for what could be called generalized
metric spaces satisfying only axioms  and  This sheds at the same time
some light on the relationship between the above and the standard notion of
adjoints of 
preordered spaces A preorder 
P
P
 consists of a set P and a
reexive and transitive relation 
P
on P  Two monotone functions f  P  Q
and g  Q  P are adjoint if for all x in P and y in Q f
x 
Q
y if and
only if x 
P
g
y This denition is a special instance of the metric notion
of 
proper adjoint pair because any preorder 
P
P
 induces a generalized
metric space as follows for x and x

in P 
P 
x x

 
 




 if x 
P
x

 if x 

P
x



Reexivity and transitivity of 
P
imply axioms  and  and every monotone
mapping is nonexpansive with respect to the induced metrics The above
theorem gives for preorders P and Q the wellknown alternative denition of
adjoint pair 
P

P
g 	 f and f 	 g 
Q

Q

Although the notions of  adjoints and  isometries may be new their
denitions and in fact all of the above considerations are an immediate con
sequence of Lawveres Vcategorical theory of metric spaces   There met
ric spaces X are viewed as generalized categories of which the hom functor
X
   does not take values in the category of sets but in the 
category of
real numbers Recently some of Lawveres ideas have been further pursued
with the aim of unifying traditional ordertheoretic and metric domain the
ory in     and   The latter paper deals more specically with the
aforementioned generalized metric spaces
As was mentioned in the introduction in the literature several techniques
have been proposed for solving metric domain equations All of them use

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embedding projection pairs pairs of nonexpansive mappings f  X  Y and
g  Y  X such that g 	 f  
X
 This denition is derived from that of
embeddingprojection pair between cpos as used in  	

 For an eppair
hf gi we have that hf gi  Y
Y

f 	 g 
Y
 because X
X


X
 g 	 f   As
we saw above any pair of nonexpansive mappings is an  adjoint pair so ep
pairs are trivially  adjoint pairs Note that between two spaces X and Y 
an  adjoint pair always exists just take any pair of nonexpansive mappings
between them This is not the case for eppairs
The use of  adjoint pairs rather than eppairs is crucial for the results of
Section 
 Categorical xed point results
In this section we present two categories of metric spaces whose morphisms are
 adjoint pairs and extend the results of  	 First we introduce the concepts
of Cauchy tower and contracting functor Then we see that a contracting
functor gives rise to a Cauchy tower and that the limit of this tower is a xed
point of the functor Finally two results on uniqueness are presented the rst
for functors on the category of complete metric spaces which are contracting
and homcontracting and the second for functors on the category of compact
metric spaces which are contracting
Before introducing the categories we shortly recall some metric notions
Let X be a metric space A sequence 
x
n

n
in X is a Cauchy sequence if
for all     there exists n
 
 N such that for all m  n  n
 
we have
X
x
n
 x
m
    The metric space X is called complete whenever each Cauchy
sequence converges to an element of X It is called compact if each sequence
contains a converging subsequence
De nition  Let CMS
 
denote the category that has nonempty complete
metric spaces as objects and  adjoint pairs as arrows The composition of a
pair of arrows 

 hi

 j

i  X  Y and 

 hi

 j

i  Y  Z is dened as


	 

 hi

	 i

 j

	 j

i  X  Z
With KMS
 
we denote the full subcategory of CMS
 
that has compact
metric spaces as objects
De nition  
i A tower in CMS
 
is a sequence 
X
n
 
n

n
of objects and
arrows such that for all n we have X
n

n
 X
n


ii A tower 
X
n
 
n

n
in CMS
 
 with 
n
 hi
n
 j
n
i is called a Cauchy tower
if
   n
 
 N m n  n
 
 

nm
   
where 
nm
 
m
	    	 
n


The following notation will be used below For natural numbers m  n
i
nm
 i
m
	    	 i
n
and j
nm
 j
n
	    	 j
m


Let D E be cpos An embeddingprojection pair consists of continuous functions i 
D   E and j  E   D such that i  j v 
E
and j  i 	 
D


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Intuitively a Cauchy tower is a sequence of spaces such that for increasing
n and m  n X
n
and X
m
are more and more alike
The direct limit construction of a Cauchy tower is dened as usual
De nition  Direct Limit Construction Let 
X
n
 
n

n
be a Cauchy
tower in CMS
 
 where 
n
 hi
n
 j
n
i The direct limit of 
X
n
 
n

n
is a cone

X 

n

n
 where 
n
 h
n
 	
n
i which is dened as follows

a The space X is given by
X  f
x
n

n
 n  N x
n
 X
n
and x
n
 j
n

x
n
g
equipped with a metric X
   such that for all 
x
n

n
 
x

n

n
 X
X

x
n

n
 
x

n

n
  sup
n
X
n

x
n
 x

n


b Arrows 
n
are dened as


n
 X
n
 X

n

x  
x
k

k
with x
k
 lim
h
j
kh
	 i
nh

x

	
n
 X  X
n
	
n


x
k

k
  x
n

Note that 
n
is well dened because 
j
kh
	 i
nh

x
hmaxfkng
is a Cauchy
sequence This follows from the fact that the tower 
X
n
 
n

n
is Cauchy More
over it is easy to show that X is a complete metric space and 
X 

n

n
 is a
cone for the tower 
X
n
 
n

n

The following result gives a criterion for checking the initiality of a cone
Lemma  Initiality Lemma Let 
X
n
 
n

n
be a Cauchy tower in CMS
 
and let 
X 

n

n
 with 
n
 h
n
 	
n
i be a cone for that tower Then

X 

n

n
 is an initial cone i lim
n


n
  
Proof We shall rst prove the implication from right to left A corollary
of this will be that the direct limit of a Cauchy tower described above is
an initial cone From that fact the implication from left to right can be
immediately derived
Proof of  Let 
X

 


n

n
 with 

n
 h

n
 	

n
i be another cone for

X
n
 
n

n
 We have to prove the existence of a unique arrow   X  X

such that for all n  N 

n
  	 
n
 The sequences 


n
	 	
n

n
and 

n
	 	

n

n
are Cauchy because 
X
n
 
n

n
is Since X and X

are complete we can dene
i  lim

n
	 	
n
and j  lim
n
	 	

n
 This denes an arrow   hi ji from X
to X

 It follows from the assumption that lim
n


n
   that 

n
  	 
n
and that  is the unique arrow with this property This proves that 
X 

n

n

is initial
As a consequence we have the following
Corollary  The direct limit of a Cauchy tower is an initial cone for that
tower
This follows from the fact that lim
n


n
   
with 

n

n
as in Denition
		
This corollary at its turn now yields an easy proof of the other implication
of Lemma 	

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Proof of  Let 
X

 


n

n
 with 

n
 h

n
 	

n
i be an initial cone for the
Cauchy tower 
X
n
 
n

n
 By the corollary above the direct limit 
X 

n

n
 is
initial as well thus X and X

are isomorphic Therefore 



n

n
is equal to



n

n
 which has limit   
 Fixed point theorems
Following  	 we introduce the notion of contracting functor generalizing the
notion of contracting function
De nition 	 A functor F  CMS
 
 CMS
 
is called contracting if  
    such that for every morphism X


 X



F     

By the Initiality Lemma a contracting functor preserves Cauchy towers
and their initial cones in a similar way as contracting functions preserve
Cauchy sequences and their limits
Lemma 
 Let F  CMS
 
 CMS
 
be a contracting functor and 
X
n
 
n

n
a Cauchy tower with an initial cone 
X 

n

n
 Then 
FX
n
 F 
n

n
is a Cauchy
tower with 
FX 
F
n

n
 as an initial cone
Using a standard categorical xed point theorem 
see eg  	 or  	 The
orem 	 we can prove the existence of xed points for contracting functors
on the category CMS
 

Theorem  Existence of  xed point Let F  CMS
 
 CMS
 
be a
contracting functor Then F has a xed point that is there exists a complete
metric space X such that X


FX
Proof Let X
 
be any complete metric space and let X
 

 
 FX
 
be any
arrow

 Consider the tower 
F
n
X
 
 F
n

 

n
 Because F is contracting this is
a Cauchy tower Thus it has a direct limit 
X 

n

n
 which is an initial cone
for the tower Moreover F preserves the tower and its initial cone By the
categorical xed point theorem FX


X  
Remark  Notice that contractiveness is not a necessary condition in or
der that a functor has xed points For example the identity functor is not
contracting
As in  	 xed points are unique 
up to isomorphism if the functor satises
an additional condition of contractiveness on arrows
De nition  A functor F  CMS
 
 CMS
 
is called hom contracting
whenever for all X

X

in CMS
 
there exists       such that
F
jHomX

X


 Hom
X

X

 Hom
FX

 FX


is contracting with factor   where the Hom sets are supplied with the obvious
metric

Such an arrow always exists eg choose a pair of constant functions

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Theorem  Existence and uniqueness of  xed point
Let F  CMS
 
 CMS
 
be a contracting and hom contracting functor Then
F has a unique xed point up to isomorphism that is there exists a complete
metric space X such that
X


FX and X

 CMS
 
 FX



X

 X


X


Proof As in  	  
All the results above for CMS
 
also hold for KMS
 
 Moreover for com
pact metric spaces the sole contractiveness hypothesis is enough to ensure
uniqueness of xed points This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 
regarding the nonfunctorial case which will be proved in the next section
Theorem  Existence and uniqueness of  xed point
Let F  KMS
 
 KMS
 
be a contracting functor Then F has a unique
xed point up to isomorphism  
Remark  The usual domain constructors such as shrinking 
   prod
uct 
 disjoint union 


 function space 
 and powerdomain 
P
cl
 turn
out to be functors in CMS
 

KMS
 
 As in  	 it is possible to associate to
these functors a contraction coecient which allows to identify a large class
of contracting 
homcontracting functors that induce equations with a unique
solution
Remark  In   a category of generalized metric spaces is studied hav
ing complete quasi 
ie nonsymmetric ultrametric spaces as objects and
 adjoint pairs as arrows It contains both the category of complete partial
orders and complete ultrametric spaces as full subcategories Fixed point theo
rems for endofunctors on this category are given which generalize the standard
ordertheoretic and the metric approach
 A Pseudometric on Metric Spaces
In this section we leave the categorical framework We use  adjoint pairs
for dening a pseudometric  on the class C of complete metric spaces An
interesting fact is that C is complete wrt  in the usual sense that every
Cauchy sequence of complete metric spaces converges to a complete metric
space Thus the following weak version of BanachCaccioppolis theorem
which holds for 
arbitrary complete pseudometric spaces and can be proved
along the same lines as Banachs theorem for complete metric spacescan be
applied to C
Theorem  Let f  X  X be a contractive function on a complete pseudo 
metric space X Then there exists x in X such that X
x f
x   Moreover
if X
y f
y   for y  X then X
x y    
An application of this theorem will yield for every 
large contraction on C
a complete metric space X with 
XT 
X   For the subclass K of C of
compact metric spaces the latter equality will be shown to imply X


T 
X
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We thus shall nd unique xed points 
up to isomorphism for contractions
on the class K by an application of Banachs xed point theorem
De nition  For complete metric spaces X and Y  a distance is dened as
follows

XY   inff  j hi ji  X  Y is an  adjoint pairg

Recall that any pair hi ji of nonexpansive mappings i  X  Y and j  Y 
X is an  adjoint pair for    hi ji
Lemma  The class C with distance  is a large	 pseudo metric space
ie for all complete metric spaces X Y  and Z

i 
XX  

ii 
XZ  
XY   
YZ

iii 
XY   
YX  
Note that the use of  adjoint pairs is crucial for this lemma In particular

iii would not hold if eppairs were used Still 
i and 
ii would be valid
leaving us with a generalized metric 
cf  
Remark  It is not true that 
XY    impliesX


Y  consider metric
spaces

X and

Y dened as follows

X  f
n i 
m j j nm   i j  f gg

X

n i 
m j 
 








 if n  m i  j
 if n 
 m


n
if n  m i 
 j
and

Y 

Xfp
 
g The distance on

Y is as for

X extended with

Y 
p
 
 
n i 
 for each 
n i  Y  It is not di cult to prove that for each     there exists
a  adjoint pair between

X and

Y  Therefore 


X

Y    However

X is not
isometric to

Y 
The class C with pseudometric  is complete in the usual sense
Proposition  Let 
X
n

n
be a Cauchy sequence of complete metric spaces
Then there exists a complete metric space X such that
   n
 
 Nn  n
 

XX
n
   
Proof Consider a subsequence of 
X
n

n
 say 
X

k

k
 such that 
X

k
X

k
 


k
 Choose for every k a 


k
adjoint pair 
k
 hi
k
 j
k
i  X

k
 X

k

which exists by the denition of  and consider the tower 
X

k
 
k

k
 It is a
Cauchy tower in the sense of Denition 	 so we can consider its direct limit
X It is easy to check that lim
k

X

k
X   Since 
X
n

n
is Cauchy this
implies lim
k

X
k
X    
From Proposition  and Theorem  the following is immediate

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Theorem 	 Let T  C  C be a contraction Then there exists a 
weak
xed point of T  ie a complete metric space X not necessarily unique	 such
that 
XTX    
Not every contraction T  C  C has a real xed point X in the sense
that TX


X For example consider T dened as follows TX 

X for each
X 


X  T

X 

Y  where

X and

Y are dened as in remark  T is a
contraction since for every X and Y  
TX TY    but it does not have a
xed point X such that TX


X
We now turn our attention to the compact case Let  here denote the
restriction of the pseudometric on C to the class of compact metric spaces K
Proposition 
 The class K with distance  is a pseudo metric space in
which for compact metric spaces X and Y 
if 
XY    then X


Y 
Proof Consider X and Y with 
XY    Then there exists a sequence

hf
n
 g
n
i
n
of pairs of functions between them such that lim
hf
n
 g
n
i  
Because X and Y are compact there exists a 
componentwise converging
subsequence the limit of which is a proper adjoint pair and hence an isomor
phism  
As for C we have the following
Proposition  The class K with distance  is complete in the usual sense	
The proof is as before with the additional observation that the direct limit
of a Cauchy tower of compact spaces is again compact 
See  
By Theorem  Proposition  and Proposition  the following is now
immediate
Theorem  Let T  K  K be a contraction Then there is a compact
metric space X such that TX


X Moreover the xed point is unique up to
isomorphism  
Thus unique xed points of contractionswhich need not be functorial
on K are obtained by applying Banachs xed point theorem 
for pseudo
metric spaces As was announced in Section 	 Theorem 	 is a corollary of
the theorem above because contractive functors on KMS
 
are contractions
on K
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